
SHOPPING MALL BUSINESS PLAN TEMPLATE

Are you about starting a shopping mall? If YES, here is a complete sample shopping mall business plan template &
feasibility report you can use for FREE.

The recurring streams of revenue generated from the rental of Mall property will allow the Company to
continually recognize revenue despite drawbacks in the real estate market. Revenue Assumptions The primary
revenue source of a shopping mall comes from developing properties with the intention of renting them to
retail stores. Our sales and marketing team will be recruited based on their vast experience in the shopping
mall management industry and they will be trained on a regular basis so as to meet their targets. All the papers
and documents have been signed and submitted, the loan has been approved and any moment from now our
account will be credited with the amount. Recognized as a specialist on all facets of property, his coaching
sessions are informative, entertaining and inspirational. Picking the right segment is essential to increase the
effectiveness of your marketing campaign. Good luck with your project and recognize that the Shopping
Centre industry is both very rewarding and satisfying. Today Shopping Centres have almost completely taken
over most retailing by offering multi faceted retail outlets for all customer and retailer requirements. Want
more help writing a business plan for shopping mall developing? Xmas and Easter also needs to be allowed.
Our bank account numbers will be made available on our website and promotional materials. Blue collar
versus White collar customer needs Customer spending patterns Customer budget limitations 6. As a Property
2. We are quite aware that to be highly competitive in the industry, you are not only expected to make
available safe shops, and office spaces, but you must be able to meet set targets. Trade figures Notice levels
and type of customers Inspect at various times Identify strong trading tenants versus slow traders Access MAT
figures Through all this analysis remember that successful retail trading is driven from a positive shopping
experience for the customers. Projecting Expenses In this section, a list of the associated expenses that come
with operating a shopping mall will be outlined. We know if that is put in place, we will be able to
successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the industry; they will be more committed to help us
build the business of our dreams. Because of the competitive nature of the shopping mall management
business, there is an increasing degree of related business activities, with big players dominating the market.
Factors to Consider To compare shopping centres or retail premises fully, the factors you need to consider for
each site are 1. This is very important as many people seeking real estate for rent use the Internet to conduct
their preliminary searches. The property market has moved with this trend and supported product growth with
unique shopping outlets that came to be labeled Shopping Centres. Management will use reasonable leverage
to purchase these properties so that a positive cash flow is generated after debt service has been paid. The
business will generate profits from both the ongoing rental income paid to Mall, Inc. We also have a team of
certified and experience workers. If you collect the wrong or incorrect information then it can lead you astray.


